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£ Time to dig deep! £
Modernisation appeal off the ground
The clock is ticking - we
have less than four months
in which to raise £40,000
so that we can carry
through the mini
modernisation of Secular
Hall in September.
That means we need every
member, supporter and
sympathiser to dig deep into
their pockets. Please!
We have drawings, listed building
consent, permissions and
specifications in place.
The long-sought accessible toilet
for people with disabilities is a
key part of the project but by no
means the end of the story. For
people with hearing loss we are
installing an induction hearing
loop. Fire safety will be vastly
improved with a secondary fire
escape route from the rear of the
building - the lack of which has
worried visitors for many years.
And the Francis Ridley Room,
where the Society and many
other community groups hold
meetings, will be significantly
improved by removal of unsightly
partitions and cupboards that
encroach on the meeting space.
A much-improved lighting
scheme will be the cherry on the
cake.
The new office and larger store
will be welcomed by many, and
last, but by no means least, the
decrepit kitchen will be
completely replaced with modern
units and appliances that fully
meet Food Safety requirements.
In sum, the changes signal a
turning point in the use of the
building, making the ground floor

suitable for many more functions
and activities.
Once it’s completed we can host
sessions of the Comedy Festival,
plus school visits and humanist
ceremonies like baby-namings
and funerals. Functions with
catering will be possible, as will
coffee mornings and drop-ins. A
better screen and speaker system
will make alternative film shows
an option too - and a free wi-fi
hotspot is top of the wish-list if
surplus funds are available.
But to achieve all this we need
the money. Since the appeal was
launched 10 days ago we have
received some £5,000 to add to
the contribution from reserves.
Many thanks to all those donors.
But the Heritage Lottery Fund
has refused to help (too much
about the community and not
enough about the building) and
the Big Lottery Fund too (too
much about the building, not
enough about the community). If
we were a religious charity we’d
have fewer obstacles! And to rub
salt into that wound the
government compensates the
Church of England to the tune of
tens of millions of pounds each
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So far we
have had
£5,145 in
donations
to add to
the
£25,000
from our
reserves.
year for the cost of VAT on
repairs and improvements to
listed churches. That privilege is
not available to us for our listed
building!
So just as Josiah Gimson put his
hand in his pocket 132 years ago
to build the Hall, it is now time
for us to emulate his example.
I’m sure we can do it, just.
Please be as generous as you
can possibly afford. Donate at:
SecularHall.org.uk, or send a
cheque to me (payable to
Leicester Secular Society!) at
the Hall address, or make a
direct bank transfer to Unity
Bank, Sort Code 08-60-01,
A/c no. 20195380 (ref.
‘Modernisation’).
With sincere thanks
Harry Perry
President

Fiftieth edition of the Secularist !
Welcome to our 50th edition! Five years of
consistent publication is no mean feat for a
voluntary journal, so thanks to all
contributors, past and present, for making a
success of it. Did you notice that as we are
now so well established we have celebrated by
dropping the ‘The’ from the title?
The hard-copy circulation is reserved for members
who’ve paid their subs, of course, but the
electronic pdf version has an ever-growing
circulation list of Friends, local politicians and

The loading bays
outside Secular Hall

media. As it has no cost we are only too pleased to
add more names to that list, so if you know of
someone who’d be interested just pass the email
address to me (Harry) and it shall be done. The
pages of the journal are also open to anybody with
something interesting to say, preferably from a
secularist/freethinking/atheist/humanist angle, of
course, but we’re so broad minded we don’t mind
the occasional pop at us either!
Enjoy the read.
Harry and Jill Perry, editorial team

wardens work by a rule of thumb
that if they see no activity at a
vehicle in a loading bay for over
five minutes they may issue a
ticket. If a vehicle door is open
they may wait a bit longer. It is
hard to get a definitive answer
from the Council but it appears
that loading bay restrictions

operate 24/7 though traffic
enforcement officers don’t work
through the night. On the other
hand CCTV does.
So no assumption should be made
that the bays are available for
free parking after 6pm or on
Sundays.
Harry Perry

Dear Dave [Ray]
(‘Big pharma as bad as
homeopathy for quackery?’
Secularist No. 48)
Well, you did hit an optic nerve,
and yet another LS two-page
spread [of replies, No. 49] on that
most curious of unsecularist
matters, homeopathy. Thanks for

an LS contribution considerably
less laden with emotive words
than those of the agitated. What
I cannot get my head round is
that so many European/
continental friends, reflective and
well informed, accept
homeopathy as part of their First
Aid kit.

Never mind, nothing like the
placebo effect of a good old rant
to cure a splenetic complaint
when just dropping a tablet of
Ceonothus 200 or Phosphorus 30
would do.
Yours, in admiration
Bobba Cass

Hello City of Sanctuary supporters!
Hope you are keeping well. This
week's Appealing4 list is: baby
walker; baby bottle; business;
accounting books (undergraduate
level); printer; plates; cups;
saucepans; laptop; easel; paints;
kettle; children’s clothes (girls,

age 2‒4 only); double mattress;
carpet; garden tools; electric
lawn mower; vegetable seeds.
If you have any of the items or
any donations please email me or
contact Indira with your personal
details so we can arrange a pick
up or drop off of the items.

Thank you,
Valentine Nguhi
Appealing4 Co-ordinator
Leicester City of Sanctuary
0116 2616222 / 07716 073403
leicestercityofsanctuary@gmail.c
om

You may occasionally be
visiting the Hall to pick
something up or drop
something off and will park
your car in the loading bays
outside. Please note that traffic

generously. Most of the money is
raised by the singers who are
Leicester Sing for Water will
asked to seek £30 in sponsorship
be organising a ‘Come and
each.
Sing’ choir again this year.
Music packs are now available at
The funds are raised for
a cost of only £5 from Julie
WaterAid, who provide clean
Burnage, 72 Helena Crescent,
water and sanitation to the
world’s poorest communities, Leicester LE4 2HA. The packs
contain all the information, two
saving and changing lives. It
CDs of the songs with each part
is hard to imagine life without
recorded separately, musical
safe, clean running water and no
scores and lyrics. Anyone with a
access to a toilet – but that is the
CD player can sing along at home
reality for nearly half of the
(or in the car, etc.) and learn
world’s population. In the last
their parts. This year for the first
five years, over £30,000 has been
time the music recordings will be
raised by Leicester Sing for
available online from the
Water. The concert is free but
Leicester Sing for Water
donations are requested from the
website:
audience who always contribute

Leicester Sing for Water
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www.leicestersingforwater.org.uk.
There are also six free rehearsals
leading up to the event which are
optional. On the day, which is
Sunday 2nd June this year, we all
gather for a compulsory
rehearsal and recording of the
songs before walking to Bede
Park and our performance as part
of Leicester’s
Riverside Festival.
Further information is
on our website or you
can phone Julie on
0116 233 1683 or
email
leicestersingforwater@yahoo.co.uk.
Veronica Matthew

Forthcoming events
Sunday 21st April, 6.30pm, Secular Hall: There be dragons. Mike Chalk of the Leicester Guild
of Storytellers gives a round-up of dragon stories from around the world. Promises to be both
informative and entertaining.
Sunday 28th April, 6.30pm, Secular Hall: How real is the subordination of women in British
Muslim communities? Anne Marie Waters of One Law For All discusses the application of religious
law in Sharia courts, unregistered marriages and polygamy. What are the implications for these
British women?
Wednesday 1st May, 7.30pm, Crumblin’ Cookie, High Street: Philosophy in the Pub. Non LSS
event.
Sunday 5th May, 6.30pm, Secular Hall: Just Suppose. Mike Lawrence, author and founder of
NOTORI (Say NO TO Religious Indoctrination), introduces his book and video (http://youtu.be/
lVHCjiOB2U4), both with this title. From the book description: ‘Just Suppose’ delivers a strong
challenge to the authenticity of the New Testament gospels and the historicity of the Jesus character.
Having called into question the Jesus narrative, ‘Just Suppose’ then provides an alternative view on the
roots of the Jesus story, and the development of Christianity post 325CE.
Sunday 12th May, 6.30pm, Secular Hall: Tackling world blindness. Geoffrey Woodhouse,
Emeritus Consultant Ophthalmic Surgeon at Leicester Royal Infirmary. Geoff will report on his recent
work in Ethiopia and on work being done in Bihar, India and elsewhere, carrying out cataract surgery
without the use of sophisticated equipment.
Sunday 19th May, 6.30pm, Secular Hall: Can we cure our greedy society? Professor Robert
Hinde CBE, FRS. Our society is sick, and the root cause is greed. This is a moral matter, and morality
is seen (incorrectly) as dependent on religious belief. We must come to terms with the two-way
influences between individuals and the Cabinet and boardrooms. How each of us behaves matters. We
need a culture in which more attention is paid to the consequences of actions on the community.
Tuesday 21st May, 7.30pm, Square Bar, Hotel Street: Why brainstorming doesn’t work - and
how it might! Dr Kevin Byron will look at ‘the illusion of productivity’. Skeptics in the Pub. Non LSS
event.
Sunday 26th May, 6.30pm, Secular Hall: Joint meeting with the Cuba Solidarity Campaign.
Salim Lamrani, French journalist, is a specialist on US‒Cuban relations and a professor at the
University of Paris-Sorbonne Paris IV. He will review topical matters for Cuba, including relations with
the USA, human rights, the economic situation and relations with the Roman Catholic Church.

President’s column
My main occupation over the past month has
been progressing the mini modernisation
project. The Appeal leaflet has been produced
(as you all know!) and sent out to hundreds of
people - and money has started to come in,
albeit rather slowly! Readers do need to
understand the Appeal is directed at them
more than anybody else as presently
the donations have come almost as
much from non-members as from
members.
I’m sure we can hit the target if we press
on with the fundraising. And if you can’t
afford much then perhaps you can
volunteer to organise a fundraising event
of some kind - hopefully one that does not
absorb more time and effort than the
benefit derived. But every pound will count.
Apart from the fundraising, Ned Newitt and I met
with our architects today (Friday 19th) and went
into another level of detail about the project, tying
up loose ends and firming up on a few things that
were not well enough defined. This process will
continue with an on-site discussion prior to
preparation of the final tender package.

Readers may have noticed the report in the
Leicester Mercury of Ibrahim Mogra’s call to the
Muslim community to expose anybody involved in
the sexual grooming of young girls. The topic is
clearly exercising the minds of Muslims around the
country as I was invited to put the secular view on
the same topic in a debate with a Muslim group in
Burton. The Muslim speaker was from
Luton and he blamed ALL the ills of the
world, including sex grooming by gangs
of Pakistani heritage Muslim men, on the
corrupting effect of ‘secularism’ in the
West. The women were segregated in a
side room, watching via CCTV, and they
‘participated’ by passing notes through to
the Chair. My adversary clearly had an
agenda of attacking secularism instead of
examining the topic objectively so my rather calm
and objective sociological approach fell short of the
ding-dong (what?) some may have been wishing
for. But inevitably I was obliged to point out that
Koranic laws on the relations between
men and women were just Mohammed’s
opinions so had no greater weight than
anybody else’s …
Harry Perry
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Drones and the militarisation of space
Dave Webb, national Chair of
CND and former Director of
the Praxis Centre at Leeds
Metropolitan University, was
guest speaker at the Secular
Society on 24th March.
Space is dominated by the
American military with longrange missile systems, global
radar stations, satellites and
unmanned aerial vehicles
(better known as drones).
Dave’s talk concentrated on
the US because more is
known about their military,
although countries like
China, EU states and Russia
have significant nuclear and
conventional weapons and
drones.
The US military splits the
world into six geographical
command units containing a
network of troops and bases
to project US military power.
Militarisation underpins
American economic development,
and in areas of trade and finance
and through its National Missile
Defence System (NMD) shields
America from attack. Although
called a defence system, NMD
can allow the US to attack other
countries almost without fear of
retaliation.
The integration of US and NATO
missile defence systems in
Europe and the positioning of
bases along the Russian border is
a cause of concern in Russia.
America’s NMD requires global
radar tracking stations to detect
missile attacks, which include
RAF Fylingdales in Yorkshire.
Another RAF station, Menwith
Hill, has intelligence links with
the US. Similarly with RAF
Molesworth in Cambridgeshire,
which is under US Air Force
control.
While modern life depends on
satellites for communication
(email, phone and TV) many
nations have them in space for
military use, on such tasks as
surveillance, communication and
battle management.
Use of armed drones has grown
rapidly as they are cheaper than
conventional aircraft. It enables
wars to be fought over great

drone, up to a jet-launched size.
Nuclear-powered versions are
also under consideration, which
is extremely dangerous. In a
crash, radioactive debris would
probably be released into the
environment.
Worldwide high-resolution
surveillance is carried out
through a network of
satellites, some able to read
newspapers from space.
Drones could increase
surveillance of civilians by
incorporating face-recognition
technology, and monitoring
individual conversations.
In the UK, 27th April is
nationwide Anti-Drone Day
with a protest at RAF
Waddington – the UK’s new
centre for drone operations.
Similarly, in America during
April, anti-drone protests are
planned over Obama’s ‘kill’
policy.
sharply under President Obama’s
In answer to questions, it was
administration.
revealed that Thales are paying
The Bureau of Investigative
for the MOD to use Hermes 450
Journalism estimates that in
drones because of manufacturing
Pakistan alone 366 strikes have
delay to the Watchkeeper
killed 3,581 people, with 884
programme.
being innocent civilians:
www.thebureauinvestigates.com Concern was expressed over the
growing robotic autonomy of
Of that total number of attacks,
drones and the push towards
314 have been ordered while
allowing them to fly within
Obama has been in office, an
civilian airspace. At the very
extraordinary position for a
least there must be proper public
constitutional lawyer and liberal accountability for the use of
to adopt. The UN is to
armed drones and an informed
investigate the legality of drone
public debate on their future
strikes.
development and use.
British Reaper drones are flown
Drones make it too easy for
in Afghanistan remotely via a
Western countries to carry out
satellite connection from a base
military strikes. Innocent people
in Nevada to hit their targets.
are killed and enemies are being
The British operation is being
made. The ethical and legal
moved to RAF Waddington near
issues of unmanned warfare must
Lincoln.
be addressed.
As well as armed drones, the UK The ‘kill statistics’ only mention
has a surveillance version called death: nothing about the adults
Watchkeeper which is in
injured; the orphans left behind;
manufacture by Elbit and Thales the devastating impact on
UK in Leicester, with test flights people’s lives; or their destroyed
in Wales.
homes and
In future the US expect all
infrastructure.
military planes will be drones.
Bob Ball
Some are being developed as
robotic, autonomous aircraft – to
engage and attack. Currently,
drones range from hand-launched
types, like the Black Hornet nano
distance behind enemy lines
without endangering airmen’s
lives. US Reaper and Predator
drones carrying missiles are used
to strike at suspected Islamic
militants in Pakistan, Somalia and
Yemen. Attacks have risen
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Advertiser’s Announcement

Paul Lamb ‘L’ waives right to
anonymity in assisted dying
court case
Paul Lamb, a claimant seeking the
right to a doctor-assisted death,
has waived his right to anonymity.
Last month, the Court of Appeal
decided that he can be joined to
the case of the late Tony
Nicklinson, who was also seeking
to establish the same right. Paul is
57, and was immobilised after a
road accident in 1990. He says
that in the past twenty-three years
he has endured a life which is
monotonous and painful, and that
he no longer wants to live. His
case to establish the right to a
doctor-assisted death will be joined
to that of Jane Nicklinson, who is
pursuing a claim in her own right
under Article 8 (right to private
and family life) of the European
Convention. The two cases will
now be heard in the Court of
Appeal in May. http://
humanism.org.uk/2013/04/18/paullamb-l-waives-right-to-anonymity-in
-assisted-dying-court-case/

Humanity
The word has been creeping
into the titles of my talks
recently –
Durham: ‘One humanity –
educating for the good society’;
Oxford: ‘One humanity –
building the future together’;
Birmingham: ‘The fight for
humanity – political,
intellectual and moral’.
In an increasingly plural society
with global threats of conflict and
environmental disaster we need a
vision of one humanity within
which different views, religious
and non-religious, can engage
productively, recognising our
common humanity and shared
responsibility. It must be
consistent with what we know
about ourselves from science and
history and open to change –
governments must not interfere by
privileging particular views. In
effect we need a second
Enlightenment
This may seem far removed from
specific issues like forced
marriages and bishops in the
Lords and so on, but it is on our
perception of what we are that our
judgements on such matters
ultimately depend.
Attending conferences and talking
around, I get the feeling that the
message is getting through. I
hope that the following will
communicate this feeling.
Education is central: how we

bring up our children is vital. I
have been humanist
representative on Leicester
Standing Advisory Council on
Religious Education (RE) for some
ten years. Some have felt that this
was at best pretty useless, but at
long last there seems to be a
realisation of the need for change
– humanity has an opportunity. As
I have written previously, I do not
want humanism inserted as a
minor addition to a list of religions
– that increases division. A
complete revision of the system is
needed, so I seized on an
invitation to contribute to the
website (www.reonline.org) with a
‘thinkpiece’ (http://bit.ly/13j0kds)
arguing for changing RE to a
course in ‘Life and Humanity’,
preparing young people for life.
An important feature is that this is
not an attack on religions – it
recognises them within a
reasonable framework that aims at
being educationally sound and
politically acceptable to a
democracy (this seems to be the
approach in the book that I have
just received, Does Religious
Education Have a Future? by two
leading figures in the field, Mark
Chater and Clive Erricker).
Amongst the relevant meetings
coming up are ‘Inter faith dialogue
and multiculturalism’ in London on
7th May; National Association of
SACRES AGM in Birmingham on
23rd May; ‘The future of RE’ at
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Worcester on 19th June – I’ll be
reporting on these.
How about the wider picture?
One-third of our state-funded
schools are faith schools, and the
proportion is growing but we have
a wakening up going on: Ted
Cantle in his talk in Loughborough
on17th April mentioned these of
course amongst other dangers of
multiculturalism (he also used the
word ‘humanity’ quite a bit). Faith
schools, especially via free
schools, are particularly
concerning in Leicester – given the
residential division in the city we
could have children who did not
meet those from another culture
and religion until the age of 18.
The bid to become the UK City of
Culture in 2017 (and we would
hold the title for four years after
that) gives us an opportunity to
show that a secular society is in
everyone’s interest, especially for
a diverse city like ours.
I must mention a conference
coming up in Leicester: Sea of
Faith Conference, 23rd–25th July
2013, Leicester University, http://
www.sofconference.org.uk/. Don’t
be put off by the name – the main
point about the
network is that it is
for people who regard
religions as being
human creations.
Allan Hayes

Where have all the bees gone?
But numbers of bees are falling,
particularly noticeable since
2000, and the culprit seems to be
a complex combination of both
natural and man-made causes.
Queens appear to be mating less
and therefore producing less
fertile offspring, which is
resulting in a reduction of up to
75% in honey production. This
may be connected to the
weather, which has been too wet
and too cold for too long, and
bees don’t prosper in the cold
and wet. Bees have been badly
affected by the varroa mite,
which suck iron out of the bees’
blood, thereby lowering their
resistance to bacteria and
infection.
As if all this wasn’t bad enough,
it seems that human factors are
having a deleterious affect as
well. The extensive cropping of
oilseed rape is a major problem:
bees love it and will go to rape
fields if they possibly can,
thereby overlooking other plants.
Even worse, the honey derived
from rape quickly goes solid and
gums up their hives and it is too
solid for the bees to eat and so
Petar Bogunavic should know
they starve. Bee-keeping
the answer: he’s been keeping
practice in which queens are
bees since 1977, is the
regularly replaced to reduce
Leicestershire honeybee disease swarming and keep the hives
liaison officer and a trustee of
calm may be affecting wolbachia
the Leicestershire and Rutland
bacteria which have a role in
Beekeepers Association, and in
bees’ reproduction and viral
an interesting and wide-ranging
defences. And finally, but
talk he attempted to give us an
perhaps most importantly, there
answer, or rather a series of
is widespread use of neopossible answers because this is nicitinoid insecticides on fields,
a very complex problem.
now banned in some EU
Bees have been around for about countries and the subject of a
6 million years and so are clearly fierce current debate in the UK.
one of nature’s survivors. We all Interestingly both Defra and the
British Beekeepers Association
know something about their
regard the case against neoamazing abilities to locate food
nicitinoids as not yet proven.
and make and store honey, and
their complex social
Neil Talbot is the local
organisation. We also know that biodiversity officer for Friends of
they shouldn’t be able to fly, but the Earth. He explained that
they clearly do. What most of us FOE are mounting the Bee Cause
didn’t know about was their
campaign because they see the
extraordinary mating behaviour, decline in bees and pollinating
where queens fly high in the air
insects as symptomatic of a
to be followed by hopeful suitors general decline in wildlife in the
(she needs to mate 30-40 times
UK. He pointed out that honey
in a few days), those lucky
bees are responsible for only 5%
enough to mate then having their of plant pollination: a wide
testicles ripped off in mid air.
variety of other insects including

A warm and sunny Sunday
[7th April in case you’ve
forgotten ‒ Ed.], such a
relief after the
unseasonably cold March,
so I’d spent most of the day
on my allotments, planting
potatoes and broad beans,
making a seedbed and
generally tidying up … So
what better way to spend
the evening than go to a
talk about bees, and where
they have gone?
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many other bee species,
butterflies and hoverflies are also
involved.
He suggested that habitat loss
was the major cause of decline
and urged us all to get involved
in the Bee Cause campaign. This
involved not only lobbying
central and local government,
but planting wild flower seeds,
growing bee-friendly plants and
not using chemicals in our
gardens.
A wide-ranging discussion
followed. This is clearly a
complex and very important
issue. No easy answers were
given, and the truth is that a
whole range of factors is
responsible for what may become
a major environmental
catastrophe if we don’t act now.
Life needs plants if it is to
survive and plants need
pollinating if they are to grow
and reproduce. But we also
demand strawberries in winter
and forget the methods that are
used to produce them, and
millions in the third world rely on
food produced using fertilisers
and insecticides. We do no
favours to anyone if we pretend
there are easy answers.
www.foe.co.uk for those wanting
to sign the petition and find out
more about the campaign; A
world without bees by Alison
Benjamin and Brian McCallum
(Guardian Books, 2009) for those
who want to read more and get
really scared.
And now I’m off to the allotment
to sow my beefriendly flower seeds,
kindly given to me at
the event.
Hamish Whiteley,
your man in the hive

Uganda Humanist Schools Trust
Dear Leicester Secular Society
We have just returned from a
successful and very
encouraging visit to Uganda.
We had a conference, held
over three days, which
brought together teachers
from the Humanist Schools to
learn from each other.
The quality and motivation of
teachers is going to be a key
component in making the schools
successful, so the conference
provided an opportunity for the
staff from the Humanist Schools
to share their thoughts on the
sort of humanist schools they are
trying to create and to share
good practice on how to promote
learning and make effective use
of learning resources such as
books and software on their
computer networks.
There was an encouraging report
on recent developments and
future needs at the Mustard Seed
School in Busota.
We have agreed a plan with each
school where we will try to help
them provide the basic
infrastructure that will enable
them to become self-sustaining
within the next three years. At
one time this seemed a distant
dream but the schools have
improved hugely in the past two
years. The basic building stock is
gradually being added to, new
toilets and pumped water storage

have improved sanitation,
conditions of work for teachers
are improving and the stock of
learning materials is reaching a
satisfactory level in many
subjects. All of this has resulted
in improved examination results
and this, in turn, has had positive
effects on recruitment which has
grown from just over 100 to over
300 students at both Isaac
Newton and Mustard Seed
schools. Increased demand for
places has allowed the schools to
raise fee levels such that local
income makes a bigger
contribution towards overall
running costs.
More needs to be done to
improve infrastructure in the
next three years, but both Peter
Kisirinya and Moses Kamya [head
teachers] are confident that they
should be able to cover their
running costs from local
resources by 2016.
The schools are very grateful for
all the help they have received
from UHST supporters over the
past four years. Our support has
transformed the schools from the
struggling early years to become
increasingly self-confident
organisations which are creating
a safe and caring environment for
students where substantial
learning is taking place. We hope
you will want to work with us
over the next three years to
transform the schools into

independent institutions which
bring pride to their communities
and transform the lives of
generations of young people.
Best wishes
Steve Hurd, Chairperson UHST

Sharif Nyago
Mustard Seed School, Busota
Senior 1: 2013
Sponsor:
Leicester Secular Society
Sharif Nyago is a boy aged 15. He
got an aggregate of 10 in his
Primary Leaving Exam (a very good
mark). Both his parents are
peasants unable to support him for
further studies. Thank you so
much for your support, the chance
of a Secondary School education
can completely change the life of
these children and their families.
With kind regards
Hilary Hurd, UHST Trustee

The latest issue of The Pink Humanist
Will the Roman Catholic
Church, under the leadership
of a new pope, be any less
homophobic than the one who
has just vacated the post?
The latest issue of The Pink
Humanist, published online by the
UK gay humanist charity the Pink
Triangle Trust
(www.thepinktriangletrust.com/)
features an analytical piece by
well-known human rights
campaigner Peter Tatchell, who
believes that the Church now has
a chance to reform its doctrinal
position on human rights, and
drag itself into the twenty-first
century.

The issue also examines the pickle
UK evangelical preacher Paul
Shinners got himself in after
reportedly travelling to Uganda to
support the infamous ‘Kill the
Gays’ Bill; carries a feature on gay
life in New Zealand; and details
the role the late Mary Whitehouse,
UK Christian morals crusader and
prosecutor of Gay News, played in
the launch of the UK Gay
Humanist Group in 1979.
Editor Barry Duke examines the
negative impact of Islamic
fundamentalism in areas of the
world once regarded as gay
havens. The magazine also has a
fascinating feature on gay life in
China and a review of the recently
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published biography of the UK gay
atheist mathematician and
computer scientist Alan Turing,
who broke the Nazi Enigma code,
thereby helping shorten World
War II.
The magazine is now online at
www.thepinkhumanist.com/ and
provides news, reviews and items
of interest to LGBT atheists,
freethinkers, humanists,
secularists and sceptics, and all
those with a non-religious outlook
who support equality
and human rights.
Feedback is very easy.
George Broadhead

Religious abuse of children
When I sat down in Secular
Hall, with a couple of dozen
others, to listen to visiting
American speaker Janet
Heimlich’s talk about
religious maltreatment of
children on Sunday 17th
March, I was anticipating a
discussion on sexual abuse by
clergy and genital mutilation
of children based on their
parents’ religion.
Though these were
mentioned, there was
much wider recognition
of what constitutes abuse
within, or prompted by,
religious beliefs.
The talk centred on the
Abrahamic religions with
a skew towards Christian
beliefs – the US being a
predominantly Christian
country.
In an attempt to identify
‘at risk’ groups, Ms
Heimlich pointed out that
religious child
maltreatment was most
often found in highly
authoritarian religious
institutions – whether
these be newer ‘cults’ or
well-established
religions. Where abuse
(emotional, physical and/
or sexual) was most prevalent
there tends to be: (i) a strict
hierarchy, (ii) members are
fearful and (iii) the denomination
is highly separatist. The most
powerful and abusive sects are
often those where family bonds
are deliberately broken as part of
the regime. Whether Jesus
actually said the words or not,
the leader of an authoritarian
sect may well claim the message
in Matthew 10 vv. 34-7:
Think not that I am come to
send peace on earth: I came
not to send peace, but a sword.
For I am come to set a man at
variance against his father, and
the daughter against her
mother, and the daughter in
law against her mother in law.
And a man’s foes shall be they
of his own household.
He that loveth father or mother
more than me is not worthy of

combined, along with other
scripture that justifies the use of
extreme physical assault to
exorcise ‘evil’ from a sick or
unruly child.
In order to overcome these
problems, Ms Heimlich pointed
out the importance of identifying
problem groups, talking to
apostates and developing
dialogue with religious leaders
wherever possible. This
is often difficult in light
of the secretive nature of
some of the groups and
the tendency to close
ranks owing to fear of
‘outsiders’. This
particular aspect was
illustrated by a secretly
filmed video of Rabbi
Ephram Padwa (available
on the internet)
instructing a man who
claimed he’d been
sexually abused as a
child not to go to the
police with the
allegation. The Rabbi
claimed it was ‘mesira’,
i.e. forbidden to report a
Jew to non-Jewish
authority.
The problem of
overcoming denial that a
devout member, or
leader, of a religious
denied medical attention because
community is capable of
prayer or faith healing was
perpetrating and/or concealing
preferred by the parents. In
gross abuse is one which also
some American states, parents
needs to be addressed if religious
whose children suffer or even die
child maltreatment is to become
as a result of such negligence are
a thing of the past. It may be
exempt from prosecution. The
that Janet Heimlich’s book
dangers, says Ms Heimlich, are
Breaking Their Will will go some
when the parental right to
way in overcoming these
religious freedoms trump the
boundaries and highlighting what
rights of the child and/or when
is currently a largely hidden
God’s Law is considered above
problem.
secular law.
I found the talk both fascinating
Ms Heimlich pointed out that
and horrifying, almost in equal
there are many passages in
measure. However, all the way
scripture that are good and that
through, I was reminded of
children can benefit from its
Steven Weinberg’s famous quote:
teaching. However, the strict
‘With or without religion, good
adherence to some of the more
people can behave well and bad
brutal passages has led to cruel,
people can do evil;
sometimes torturous and even
but for good people
deadly practices carried out in
to do evil – that takes
the name of piety. Many of the
religion.’
cases outlined found their source
Pennie Blatchford
in Proverbs 13 v. 24 where love
and discipline are so disastrously
me: and he that loveth son or
daughter more than me is not
worthy of me.
(KJV)
Some of the stories of abuse were
deeply distressing. One form of
maltreatment which was
highlighted was the occurrence
of religious medical neglect. This
involves cases of children with
easily treatable conditions being
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One woman’s stand for her principles
LSS member Susan Skyrme turned her back on the Big Screen
relay of Margaret Thatcher’s £10,000,000+ funeral. Her
placard reads simply ‘Not in my name’ – although a passer-by
suggested she should have used a different first letter [R].
Only about a dozen people were standing in Humberstone Gate
watching the event – most were going about their usual business or
browsing the continental market stalls.
For a bit of fun, I joined the thousands who downloaded ‘Ding dong
the witch is dead’ from The Wizard of Oz in an attempt to get it into
the charts – I think we achieved No. 2. I heard that some of the
original Munchkin chorus regarded this as an abuse – not sure if the
show’s (allegedly) communist authors would have agreed. To finish
the day Radio 3 played Daniel Barenboim’s East-West Divan
Orchestra’s performance of Beethoven’s 9th symphony with its
choral finale celebrating Schiller’s Ode to Joy: Cut your quarrelling,
you countless millions – take this kiss and create a cosmic cuddle of
comradeship. It might have been more apt to get that one into the
charts!
Frank Friedmann

(Photo: Frank Friedmann)

International Women’s Day for Disarmament: 24th May
ORGANISE. So in 1983 Andrea
Heath came back to Leicester and
established the Leicester Women’s
Peace Action Group.
I don’t know how, but she got
funding from the City Council to
print beautiful glossy A3 posters,
white doves of peace on a purple
background with the word ‘peace’
written in many languages across
it, and lots of green stickers with
the same dove and date. And free
offices (on the corner of Charles
Street and Rutland Street, now
occupied by Willie Thorne, but
ironically with the ‘Cold War
Planning Bunker’ in the basement –
must ask Sir Peter to open it up for
tours).
In 1982 a group of women from
Brawdy, near Cardiff, were so upset Advertising was by word of mouth
by the late M. Thatcher’s decision
or primitive networks – Greenham
to allow England to be used as an
produced a flyer and suggested we
airbase for American nuclear cruise copy it to 10 friends.
missiles targeted at the USSR that
We made cardboard ‘cruise
they left their homes to march to
missiles’ and we carried them,
Greenham Common near Newbury. dressed in disposable white boiler
When they got to the main gate
suits, through the streets of
they sat down and decided to stay,
Leicester, past the RAF and army
forming the Greenham Common
recruitment offices. At Town Hall
Women’s Peace Camp.
Square we held a token peace camp
Whilst camping many other women – overnight vigil – and sang many
went to visit, to stay, to discuss …
songs written and learned at
In December 1982 a massive
Greenham.
‘EMBRACE THE BASE’ event
A few months ago, whilst
involving 30,000 women, children
‘decluttering’. I found an old
and men surrounded this sinister
Voodoo bag (they don’t biodegrade)
blot on our landscape.
with loads of posters, stickers and
Then the women there, sitting
other memorabilia. Not liking to
round the campfire at nights or in
throw anything away, and
the road in the days, thought, ‘What especially since this is the 30th
shall we do next?’ They decided to anniversary, I thought we should
go back to their home towns and
resurrect it. Nuclear weapons

For the first time in history,
on 28th April 1915 the
International Congress for
Women – a group of 1,200
women from warring and
neutral countries that later
became the Women’s
International League for
Peace and Freedom (WILPF) –
protested against World War I
at The Hague in the
Netherlands. Their historic
meeting thus began a century
in which women’s
organisations and movements
mobilised in support of peace
and disarmament.
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remain a threat to our, our
children’s and our grandchildren’s
existence.
My vision is to focus this year on
DRONES. As some of you will
know, having heard Dave Webb’s
very detailed lecture about these a
few weeks ago, these unmanned
weapons of destruction have taken
warfare into a new (and
exciting???) era. The electronic
parts of these are manufactured by
THALES on Scudamore Road East,
New Parks, whilst at the moment
they are controlled remotely from
men playing computer screen
games in a desert in the US, BUT
SOON OUR OWN DRONES (USED
IN AFGHANISTAN AND PAKISTAN
AT PRESENT) will be controlled
from RAF Waddington near Lincoln.
Over 20 people have signed up so
far to be involved but I need many
more, and the power of social
media should help us. I’m quite
open to any suggestions, but so far
it is:
Making cardboard drones during
the day opposite Thales (they range
in size from a small jet to a little
hand-fired helicopter that will fly
into a house and have a look round
– these could be knitted).
Supportive men make cardboard
drone-controlling screens.
Drones and people move from New
Parks to city centre by whatever
way you choose – march, bus
(maybe not the jet-size ones), bike,
but personally I shall drive as I
have a pesky knee.

(continues on next page)

these. (I look forward to going past
the new army recruitment place on
Charles Street.)
Traffic-stopping march round city
Something in Town Hall Square.
centre, women in middle with
Maybe lots of us are too old to
drones, men controlling us
camp now, but there may be some
remotely, and if I can arrange it
younger people who would, and
some Afghani/Pakistani taxi drivers maybe we could get some good
following and hooting. It is their
local singer-songwriters who will
compatriots who are being killed by bring us up to date. I’ll get copies

(continued from previous page)

of old Greenham songs (also
decluttered) – the tunes are very
simple.
Contact janwildgrant@yahoo.co.uk
putting 24th May as
your ref or I’ll miss it,
or ring 07730 685495.
Jan Wild-Grant

The stop Trident tour
On 17th April Bruce Kent, vice
president of the Campaign for
Nuclear Disarmament, spent a
busy day in Leicester as part
of his national tour arguing
the case against Britain's
Trident nuclear force.
Before meeting the mayor of
Leicester, Sir Peter Soulsby, at
the Town Hall he was talking to
the public passing in Town Hall
Square.
Bruce used to be a priest and is
still a committed Catholic but
was not disconcerted to be
surrounded at one point by
secularists. He is shown here
with Eleanor Davidson who asked
him if he would be willing

sometime to speak at the Secular
Hall, to which he readily agreed.
He gave a lunchtime address in
the adjacent Bishop Street
Methodist Church. He went on to
address an extracurricular class
of media students at De Montfort
University, to be interviewed by
Radio Leicester and to take part
in an interfaith event at St
Philip's Church in the evening.
That was followed by a visit to
Countesthorpe College the next
day and then to Derby
to continue the
campaign there.
Anthony Matthew

Bruce Kent’s day
in Leicester
One reason why Sue Skyrme
stood alone at the Big Screen
(page 14) was that many of
the people angered at the
adulation of such a
destructive ‘leader’ (including
chair Eleanor Davidson,
former president Michael
Gerard and several other
members) were with Bruce
Kent of CND, who was in
Leicester, midway through his
month-long speaking tour of
the country.
I mentioned that Leicester had
once been a major centre for
engineering industries, and asked
him what he had to say to those
working at the Thales military
drone factory on Scudamore
Road. He thought it would be
unreasonable to ask them to quit
their jobs – but he recalled that
several million jobs in the WWII
arms industry were converted
after the war to production for
peaceful purposes. He called on
us, the opposition parties, and

L-R back row: Frank Friedmann, Dave (?), Richard Johnson, Cllr Lynn Senior,
Caroline Moles, Anna Cheetham, Beate Dehnen; L-R front row: Sir Peter
Soulsby, Bruce Kent, Cllr Manjula Sood
(Photo: Ambrose Musiyiwa)
the trade unions to be vociferous
in our demand for a similar
change now. Even ignoring the
moral argument, arms
manufacture creates relatively
few jobs for their cost, and at
Barrow-in-Furness, for example,
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we should build hospital ships
and send them all over
the world with Union
Jacks flying, rather
than warships and
nuclear submarines.
Frank Friedmann
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It’s funny how everybody considers honesty
a virtue but nobody likes to hear the truth.
PLEASE REMEMBER TO UPDATE THE MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY
WHEN YOU CHANGE ANY OF
YOUR CONTACT DETAILS. THANK YOU.

The Leicester Secularist
copy deadline
The copy deadline for the next edition is 12 noon
on Thursday 16th May 2013.
We will welcome new articles, letters, jokes,
poems, news, cartoons, book reviews, etc. Please
send via the Hall or email to Harry at the address
in the box adjacent.
Include photos or illustrations where you have
them. Please aim for 700 words max. Longer
articles may be accepted where appropriate but
please ensure they are submitted well ahead of
the deadline (and the same goes for handwritten
items that might need a lot of typing up).
The subsequent copy deadline looks like being
Thursday 13th June 2013.
Thanks
Harry Perry, Editor
Jill Perry, Subeditor

Summary report of the LSS Board
meeting on 24th March 2013
• Need to check whether Companies House
records are up to date.
• Four new members approved.
• Lou Friendship to be Minutes Secretary (but
not a Board member).
• Anthony Matthew co-opted to Board.
• Progress on mini-modernisation: practical
issues discussed.
• Mini modernisation fundraising campaign
discussed. Appeal launch in early April.
• A wish-list of extra improvement items
discussed - Wi-Fi at top of list. No decisions
needed yet.
• Hall maintenance: hot water in gents’; c/h
fixed; decoration of stairwell to cellar and
gents’ toilet to be done by volunteers.
• All Our Stories: agreed the video to be made
should be competitively tendered. Gillian
needs more volunteers to help.
• Outreach proposals to be discussed at a
special meeting.
• Anthony to be link to Stoneywell Cottage.
• BBC Radio 4 to use Secular Hall for Any
Questions. Eleanor to liaise.
• Next meeting 28th April.
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